
Would you abandon your loyal friend? 
 
DoggieRescue is currently receiving many middle aged dogs who have been 
abandoned at the pound. These loyal canine friends, who have served their 
masters all their lives, now find themselves callously left to die in council pounds. 
 
“Most of these dogs are skeletons when they come to our shelter, flea ridden, 
with rotten teeth and totally matted” says Monika, founder of DoggieRescue. 
 
These mature dogs have so much to give. They are so appreciative of a gentle 
touch, a warm bath and a good meal. They have the added benefit of being 
quieter, when left unattended, needing less exercise and just ready to relax with 
you after a hard day. 
 
Unconditional love is a rare thing these days but our loyal friends know nothing 
else. Take for example Jasmine a gentle easy 7 year old Shihtzu x Maltese. “She 
is such a sweetie --. I foster her personally. She is placid with my own dogs, very 
quiet at home – no-one would even know she is there. The added benefit is she 
is house trained. Jasmine is very affectionate and loves to sit on your lap for 
longer periods. She has a non-shedding coat that needs regular clipping. She is 
an ideal dog for families working longer hours or to live in an apartment 
environment.” 
 
Jasmine is one of the many saved each week by DoggieRescue.com. To see all 
our doggies, well over 100, visit www.DoggieRescue.com and remember a dog is 
for life. 
 
DoggieRescue saves dogs from death row at the council pounds. To see how 
you can help, visit, www.DoggieRescue.com or call 9486 3133. DoggieRescue is 
a registered charity which relies on its volunteers to keep its doors open. 
DoggieRescue.com has a strict ‘no-kill’ policy and saves about 1,000 dogs 

each year from the council pounds.  
 
 
Photos of Jasmine are available upon request. 
  
  

Call Doggie Rescue on (02) 9486 3133 or visit www.DoggieRescue.com 
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For more information please contact 
Doggie Rescue founder - Monika Biernacki - 0429 044 484 
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